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REDACTED 

 

November 8, 2021 

 

VIA EMAIL: chancellor@ucsc.edu; sfujioka@ucsc.edu   

 

Cynthia K. Larive, Ph.D. 

Chancellor, University of California, Santa Cruz 

 

Sayo Fujioka 

Director, SOAR/Student Media/Cultural Arts and Diversity 

 

RE: UCSC Muslim Student Association Discriminatory Conduct and Violations of Policy  

 

Dear Chancellor Larive and Ms. Fujioka, 

 

We once again write to you as a concerned student at the University of California, Santa Cruz 

(UCSC) and concerned community members from the StandWithUs Saidoff Legal Department 

and the StandWithUs Center for Combating Antisemitism, both divisions of StandWithUs, an 

international, non-profit education organization supporting Israel and combating antisemitism. 

We write now to follow up on our October 20, 2021, letter concerning a May 21, 2021, UCSC 

Muslim Student Association (MSA) public meeting held on Zoom. The MSA leadership and 

attendees deliberately, capriciously, and discriminatorily are on record discussing whether to 

exclude a UCSC Jewish student from attending the public meeting due to their Jewish-Zionist 

identity.  

 

Thank you for your October 28, 2021, response email in which you acknowledged that our letter 

was forwarded to UCSC’s Office for Equity and Equal Protection (EPP) and for encouraging the 

student to file a formal complaint. Unfortunately and understandably, the student is reticent to do 

so for their personal safety. While we thank you for this resource, we remain concerned that this 

situation has not been met by your administration with the seriousness that it deserves. As stated 

in our previous letter, by preventing the Jewish student from participating in its meeting, MSA 

violated numerous UCSC and UC system policies. The MSA also violated the student’s 

constitutional rights under both California and federal law. Moreover, MSA’s actions indicate a 

reprehensible effort to marginalize and stigmatize a Jewish student at your university based on 

their Jewish-Zionist identity.  

 

There is excellent precedent for your administration to investigate the MSA. In a similar incident 

in 2010 at UC Irvine, the Muslim Student Union prevented then-Israeli Ambassador Michael 

Oren from speaking, violating both Ambassador Oren’s and the audience’s First Amendment 

rights. UC Irvine took swift disciplinary action against the students and suspended the Muslim 

Student Union. As UC Irvine School of Law Dean Erwin Chemerinsky noted at the time, “There 
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is simply no First Amendment right…to prevent a speaker from being heard, no matter who the 

speaker is and how strongly one disagrees with his or her message.”   

Further, StandWithUs has since learned that during the spring semester of 2021, after a BDS 

resolution on UCSC’s campus and around the same time as this MSA incident, a UCSC Jewish 

fraternity house was vandalized.   

 

Again, we call on your administration to fulfill your obligations under state and federal law and 

university rules and address those activities that contribute to a hostile campus environment and 

marginalization of Jewish students, in possible violation of Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. 

 

Specifically, we respectfully request that your administration: 

 

1) Investigate this matter fully, independently of the student’s filing of an EPP complaint, 

including a review of the policies and laws identified in our October 20, 2021, letter 

(attached here) that we believe MSA has violated. If your investigation confirms violations of 

university policies, values, or provisions of law, we ask you to impose immediate 

consequences against MSA, including possible sanctions against or suspension of MSA;  

 

2) Use your voice as campus leaders to publicly condemn MSA’s actions against the Jewish 

student as contrary to UCSC values of nondiscrimination; and  

 

To mitigate further incitement of antisemitic discrimination at UCSC, we ask the university to:     

 

3) Issue an official statement recognizing that, for many individuals, Zionism is an integral 

component of Jewish identity. This statement has been adopted at other campuses faced with 

hateful antisemitic activity, including San Francisco State University, the University of 

Illinois Champaign-Urbana, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and New York 

University. Such a statement will go a long way toward making Jewish students feel 

protected and valued by UCSC.  

Thank you for your time and consideration of this critical matter. We are available to provide 

resources and guidance on addressing antisemitism. We would appreciate a response to this letter 

by November 22, 2021.    

 

Sincerely, 

  

 

Roz Rothstein       [REDACTED]   

CEO and Co-Founder      [REDACTED] 

StandWithUs       University of California, Santa Cruz 

        

 

   

Yael Lerman      Carly Gammill       

Director      Director 

StandWithUs Saidoff Legal Department  Center for Combating Antisemitism  
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